Eclipse Retractable Banner Stand
Instructions
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SETUP INSTRUC TIONS
Step 1: Remove Three Part Pole ( A ) from
side slot on Base ( B ).
Step 2: Insert Three Part Pole ( A ) into
Pole Adapter ( C ) at the center of Base ( B ).
Raise Top Profile ( D ) out of Base ( B ) and
attach Top Clip ( E ) to the top of the Three
Part Pole ( A ).
Note: If necessary to reach the top of the
pole, lean the entire stand backwards until
you can reach it.
Step 3: Rotate Aluminum Foot ( F ) 90 °.
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Eclipse Graphic Tension
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SETUP INSTRUC TIONS
Step 1: To release graphic tension, push
gray button located on left side of base,
inside designated pole storage area.
Step 2: To re-tension graphic, insert “T”
shaped key into circular hole on left side of
base. Turn key counter clockwise to increase tension.
Step 3: To stop graphic from recoiling
when changing out graphics, insert “I”
shaped key into hexagon hole on right side
of base.
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SETUP INSTRUC TIONS
Step 1: At the top of the banner, slide the
metal top profile ( B ) over the white plastic
graphic strip ( A ).
Step 2: At the bottom of the banner, attach
the Velcro loop onto the Eclipse base.
Center the banner with the receiver film,
when centered push the Velcro together.
Note: It is easier to push the tension
release button, and use the tension key to
roll the banner back into the Eclipse base.
After the banner is inside the base, turn
several more times to add tension. Set the
stand up and add tension if needed.

